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Water dimer hydrogen bond stretch, donor torsion overtone,
and ‘‘in-plane bend’’ vibrations
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We report the measurement and analysis of 64 newKa50←0,1 andKa51←0,1 transitions of
(H2O)2 and 16 newKa50←0 transitions of (D2O)2 by terahertz laser vibration–rotation–
tunneling spectroscopy of a planar supersonic expansion between 140.5 and 145.5 cm21. The
transitions in both isotopomers correspond toA8 vibrations assigned to the hydrogen bond stretch
~translational! and donor torsion overtone vibrations. The interchange splitting is 56.3 GHz inKa

50 of the excited state of (H2O)2 , nearly 3 times the value of the ground state, and the bifurcation
tunneling splitting is 1.8 GHz, over 2 times the value of the ground state. We compare the existing
experimental spectra with calculations on state-of-the-art intermolecular potential energy surfaces
and critically review the vibrational assignments reported in the literature. We show that the
discrepancy between theory and experiment regarding the assignment of the feature near 103 cm21

can be resolved by consideringE2→E1 transitions, which had not been considered previously.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614774#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Water clusters have been objects of intense scrutiny
both modern theory and experiment, serving as paradi
for systematically untangling intricate details of the hydr
gen bond network that underlies the remarkable propertie
liquid and solid water.1,2 The systematic investigation of pur
water clusters by the combination of laser spectroscopy
theory has characterized the most stable arrangements o
through six water molecules in detail and those of lar
clusters more qualitatively.1 The principal goal in these stud
ies of small water clusters has been to develop an exac
scription of the intricate details of the hydrogen bond n
work and its dynamics. This objective is close to realizat
in the case of the dimer, wherein complete descriptions
both the intermolecular and intramolecular dynamics h
been incorporated into a theoretical formalism which w
subsequently used to fit the spectroscopic data3–5 in terms of
highly detailed potential energy surfaces. Two-body forc
account for;75% of the total interaction energy of wate
clusters larger than the dimer6 and liquid; accordingly, the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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determination of a rigorously accurate water dimer poten
is the most important step towards the construction of
accurate ‘‘universal’’ force field model for liquid water. To
ward this end, a large collection of intermolecular vibration
rotation–tunneling~VRT! spectra of the dimer have bee
acquired, sampling both ‘‘high-lying’’~.20 cm21! rotational
and ‘‘low-lying’’ ~,1000 cm21! intermolecular vibrational
states, which are of central importance for testing of int
molecular potential energy surfaces~IPSs!. Concurrently,
much progress has been made in the actual developme
such intermolecular potentials. In particular, three potent
of spectroscopic accuracy have now been determined f
the combination of ab initio and spectroscopic data
VRT~ASP-W!III, 7 SAPT-5st,8 and MCY-5f.5 A detailed com-
parison of calculated VRT energy states with new expe
mental results provides a further test of these new IPSs.
thermore, there has been some confusion regard
assignments of certain intermolecular vibrations; in parti
lar, the feature near 103 cm21 assigned to theKa50 levels
of the in-plane-bend~IPB! vibration by Bralyet al.9 has rep-
resented a troubling discrepancy between theory and exp
ment.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. BACKGROUND: SPECTROSCOPY
OF THE WATER DIMER

The water dimer is a highly nonrigid near-prolate t
~Fig. 1!, and high-resolution spectra of the dimer reveal sp
tings of each rotation–vibration transition that result fro
large-amplitude tunneling motions~Fig. 2!,9–15 which con-
nect eight degenerate minima on the six-dimensional IPS
three low-barrier tunneling motions. A correlation diagra
for the VRT levels of the water dimer and transitions r
ported here is shown in Fig. 3.9,10,13,15These tunneling mo-
tions, which manifest themselves in spectral splittings a
shifts, reflect the overall topography of the IPS and not j
the minima in which the vibrational wave functions are p
marily localized. Thus they provide a very sensitive test o
given potential energy surface.

FIG. 1. Equilibrium structure of the water dimer as determined from
VRT~ASP-W!III surface. The calculation used fixed monomers w
/HOH5104.52° andROH50.9572 Å. The structure hasCS symmetry and
the calculated interoxygen distance isROO52.978 Å ~Ref. 20!. One water
molecule acts as a single hydrogen bond donor and the other as a s
hydrogen bond acceptor. The distinctly nonrigid structure undergoes a n
ber of large-amplitude vibrations and tunneling motions that exchange
protons of the acceptor~AS!, donor ~BT!, or interchange the roles of th
acceptor and donor molecules~I!.

FIG. 2. Correlation diagram for the rotation–tunneling states of (H2O)2 are
shown forKa50. The magnitudes of the tunneling splittings are not to sc
Acceptor switching tunneling, AS, splits each rovibrational level by ca. 2
GHz into two levels labeledA1 /B1 andA2 /B2 . This tunneling splitting has
not been directly determined from experimental observations. Intercha
tunneling I splits each of these levels into 4, theE states being degenerate
Bifurcation tunneling, BT, shifts the energy levels and is ca.3100 larger
than for (D2O)2 . The difference between the band origin of the 1s, n(1s),
and the band origin commonly used in the literaturen̄(1s) is indicated. The
latter band origin has been used, as theE states usually have not bee
calculated.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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A. Tunneling dynamics

1. Acceptor switching

Acceptor switching~AS! consists of a tunneling motion
that exchanges the hydrogens in the acceptor molecule.
motion does not break the hydrogen bond and has the low
barrier of all tunneling pathways, estimated at 154 cm21 by
Goldman et al.7 on the VRT~ASP-W!III surface and 222
cm21 by Groenenboomet al.4 on the SAPT-5st surface. Thi
motion splits each (H2O)2 /(D2O)2 rovibrational level by ca.
140–280 GHz/18–53 GHz into two levels labeledA1 /B1 ,
andA2 /B2 ~Fig. 2!.

2. Interchange

Tunneling along this pathway interchanges the role
the donor and acceptor monomers and is the second m
facile tunneling motion, with a barrier estimated at 229 cm21

on VRT~ASP-W!III ~Ref. 7! and 248 cm21 on SAPT-5st
~Ref. 4!. For J50, Ka50, this motion splits each of the
A1 /B1 and A2 /B2 levels of (H2O)2 /(D2O)2 by ca. 11–23
GHz/0.5–1.2 GHz into three states labeledA1 /E1 /B1

~henceforth referred to as 1s) and A2 /E2 /B2 ~henceforth
referred to as 2s) ~Fig. 2!. It should be pointed out that from
a group theoretical point of view there is no distinction b
tweenE1 andE2 levels, and these act merely as labels. P
ticipation of tunneling along both a geared~G! and anti-
geared ~AG! interchange ~I! tunneling pathway was
suggested by Coudert and Hougen.16 This could account for
the observed difference between the interchange splitting
theA1 /B1 andA2 /B2 levels. However, the importance of th
antigeared tunneling pathway is unclear as it was not fo
on the VRT~ASP-W! surface, even though the difference
theA1 /B1 andA2 /B2 interchange splittings are reproduced3
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e
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FIG. 3. Ground-state energy level diagram of (H2O)2 is shown together
with the observed transitions. The dashed arrows representc-type transitions
~or possiblyb-type in the case of theE1 states! and the solid arrowsa-type
transitions. The solid arrowheads represent unambiguous assignment
the open arrowheads correspond to the 4295-GHz band, which has
possible assignments. Note the close vicinity of the ground-stateKa50 and
Ka51 levels of the 2s. This is also the case for the lowest tunneling lev
of the 2s in the excited state.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3. Bifurcation

Bifurcation tunneling~BT! involves the exchange of th
hydrogens/deuteriums of the donor molecule and co
sponds to the pathway with the highest barrier and sma
effect on the spectrum. The barrier has been calculated t
430 cm21 on the VRT~ASP-W!III ~Ref. 7! and 685 cm21 on
SAPT-5st~Ref. 4!. The result of this tunneling motion~see
Fig. 2! is a shift of each energy level by ca. 690–750 MH
6–7 MHz in the ground state of (H2O)2 /(D2O)2 , and for
the latter the shifts are beyond the precision of current
culations.

B. Coriolis interactions

In the vibrational ground state of (H2O)2 , the 2s of
Ka51 are very close in energy to the 2s of Ka50. As Ka is
not a good quantum number, states with the same ove
symmetry are allowed to mix if they have the sameJ rota-
tional quantum number. A model was proposed wh
couples the vibrational angular momentum with the ove
rotation of the complex.9 This Coriolis perturbation results in
characteristic shifts of all the transitions involving the 2s of
Ka50 of (H2O)2 and half of the asymmetry doublets of th
2s of Ka51. Although the spectra are complicated by t
Coriolis interaction, the characteristic appearance of the
turbation can aid in the identification and assignment
(H2O)2 spectra.

C. Group theory considerations

The group theoretical treatment and selection rules of
tunneling water dimer have been described in detail and
allowed transitions areA1

1↔A1
2 , A2

1↔A2
2 , B1

1↔B1
2 ,

B2
1↔B2

2 , and E1↔E2.10–16 From the selection rules, i
follows that tunneling results in a splitting of each rovibr
tional transition into six components, which typically appe
as two sets (1s and 2s) of three more closely spaced trans
tions ~e.g., A1 /E1 /B1). The relative intensities are dete
mined by the nuclear spin weights, which fo
(D2O)2 /(H2O)2 are A1

1/A1
2 ~21/1!, A2

1/A2
2 ~3/3!, B1

1/B1
2

~15/0!, B2
1/B2

2 ~6/6!, andE1/E2 ~18/3!.9,15 There exist vi-
brations of two different (CS) symmetries: symmetric (A8)
vibrations and antisymmetric (A9) vibrations, which corre-
spond to vibrations that break the plane of symmetry of
dimer. The symmetry of the states with a givenJ andKa in
an A8 vibration are the same as in the vibrational grou
state~GS! ~see Fig. 3!. The symmetry label~e.g.,A1

1) of the
states with a givenJ andKa in anA9 vibration are the same
as those forJ(A9)5uJ(GS)21u ~odd and evenJ! of the GS.
Vibrational transitions from the GS to an excited state w
A8 symmetry have alloweda-type (DKa50) and c-type
(DKa561) components, whereas those to an excited s
with A9 symmetry only haveb-type (DKa561) compo-
nents. From a practical point of view, the (H2O)2 spectra
have proved more difficult to identify and assign. In t
A1

1/B1
2 and B1

1/A1
2 spectra of (H2O)2 every other line is

missing due to the zero statistical weights ofB1 levels. These
sparse spectra are more difficult to identify within a den
data set. (H2O)2 also exhibits much larger tunneling spli
tings, such that the spectra of a single intermolecular vib
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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tion may require measurements with several far-infra
~FIR! lasers to be fully characterized. Finally, intermolecu
vibrations of (H2O)2 occur at higher frequencies tha
(D2O)2 , where strong FIR laser lines are more sparse.

III. EXPERIMENT

The Berkeley terahertz spectrometer used in the ob
vations of the water dimer transitions reported here has b
described previously and, thus, only a brief summary of
experiment will be presented here. A high-power~85 W!,
line-tunable, infrared CO2 laser coaxially pumps a fixed
frequency FIR molecular gas laser, the output of which
coupled onto a 1T24 Schottky barrier diode. The two las
used for the work described here were the 70-mm
~4.251 676 36 THz! CH3OH and 72-mm ~4.158 915 8 THz!
13CH3OH lasers. The fundamental, first, or second harmo
of a HP8367B microwave synthesizer is coupled via an
tenna onto the Schottky barrier diode and the nonlinear pr
erties of the diode mix the microwave and THz radiatio
creating tunable sidebands with frequencies ofn(laser)
6n(microwave). The sidebands, which are tunable62
cm21 around each laser, are separated from the carrier
quency, multipassed in the throat of a pulsed planar su
sonic expansion and detected on an unstressed german
gallium photoconductive detector. The pulsed molecu
beam is produced by expanding pure argon saturated
H2O or D2O through a 101.6-mm-long slit at a repetition ra
of 33 Hz while maintaining the vacuum chamber at appro
mately 35 mTorr with a Roots blower~Edwards EH4200!
backed by two rotary pumps~Edwards E2M275!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Rotation tunneling assignments and fit

1. (H2O)2

Altogether, 137 new H2O cluster transitions were ob
served, and 64 of these were assigned~see Fig. 4 and Table I!
to parallela-type, Ka50←0, Ka51←1, and perpendicular
c-type,Ka50←1, Ka51←0, bands of the dimer.

P(1) transitions obviously only occur inKa50←1, and
Ka50←0 subbands and the former have noR(0) transi-
tions, whereas the latter have noQ branches. Together with
the known energy differences of transitions ofKa50 and
Ka51 levels terminating in the identical upper states~com-
bination differences!, this suffices to verify the assignment o
theA2

2/B2
1 andB2

2/A2
1 Ka50←1 andKa50←0 subbands.

Unfortunately, noKa50←0 transitions of theE2 states were
observed and thePP1(1) transition of the 4261-GHzKa

50←1 subband of theE2 levels is located in a gap of th
scanning range of the spectrometer. However, the assignm
is consistent, as combination differences demonstrate tha
4261-GHz subband involvesKa51 E2 states and the band i
located between the correspondingA- andB-state subbands
which is expected. The only otherE-state subband, at 429
GHz ~identified via the characteristic intensity pattern! is lo-
cated at higher energy than theA- and B-state subbands
which is possible but not common.

The assignment of the 4212-GHzKa51←0 Q branch is
verified by the characteristic Coriolis shifts that are the fi
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Overview of all observed
(H2O)2 transition together with the as
signed transitions. The symmetry la
bels correspond to the label of th
ground-state levels that the transition
are originating from. The left middle
inset shows theRQ0 B2

2/A2
1 Q branch

and the left top inset shows an exper
mental scan of the RQ0(3) and
RQ0(4) transitions of this subband
The right middle inset shows the
PQ1 A2

2/B2
1 Q branch and the right

top inset shows an experimental sca
of the PQ1(3) transition.
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gerprint of the GSB2
2/A2

1 levels. It is highly unlikely that
transitions exhibiting the exact~in this case to within 1 MHz!
shifts of the vibrational ground state could arise as a resu
a combination of perturbations in ground and excited sta
This assignment is further verified by observation of com
nation differences withKa51←1 transitions terminating in
identical upper states.

From the relative intensities of the transitions of theQ
branch of the 4295-GHz subband, it is clear that it hasE
symmetry. Furthermore, the fact that it is free from any p
turbation shows that it either is aE1 Ka51←0 subband or a
E2 Ka51←1 subband arising from the lower~unperturbed!
component of the asymmetry doublet. It is unlikely that t
transitions correspond to aE2 Ka50←1 band, as this would
require the existence of an additional vibrational level.
should also be noted that transitions arising from theKa

51 states of the 1s are never observed in our THz expe
ments, as they have very low intensities due to their l
population. Unfortunately, no combination difference
which could easily distinguish the two cases mention
above, were observed.

All water dimer transitions were fit with the following
energy expressions typical for near prolate rotors:

Ka50:

E~A6/B6!56 1
2n I

~0!2nBT
~0!1B~0!J~J11!

2D ~0!@J~J11!#2,

E~E6!5nBT
~0!1B~0!J~J11!2D ~0!@J~J11!#2;
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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Ka51:

E~A6/B6!5n~1!6 1
2n I

~1!2nBT
~1!1B~1!@J~J11!21#

2D ~1!@J~J11!21#26@~B2C!~1!/4

2d~1!J~J11!#J~J11!,

E~E6!5n~1!1nBT
~1!1B~1!@J~J11!21#2D ~1!@J~J11!

21#26@~B2C!~1!/42d~1!J~J11!#J~J11!,

n (1)5band origin of theKa51 states,
n I

(0,1)5 interchange tunneling splitting inKa50,1,

nBT
(0,1)5bifuraction tunneling splitting inKa50,1,

B(0,1)5the average of theB andC rotational constants in
Ka50,1,

D (0,1)5the average of theD ~distortion! rotational con-
stant inKa50,1,

d(1)5the average of thed ~distortion! rotational constant
in Ka51.

For the vibrational ground state of (H2O)2 , the Ka50
levels and upper asymmetry components of theKa51 levels
of the 2s are very close in energy, resulting in a Coriol
perturbation between levels with identical symmetries. T
energy level expression for these states is

E5@E~0!1E~1!#/26@~E~1!2E~0!!2/41z2J~J11!/2#1/2,

where theE(n) are the conventional unperturbed energy le
els given above andz is the Coriolis interaction constant. Fo
the fits reported here, the values ofz of the GS were fixed to
the previously determined values, as they could not be
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Assigned transitions of (H2O)2 reported here are shown together with the difference between observed and calculated frequencies~all values are
in MHz!. The symmetry labels correspond to those of the states the transitions are originating in~also in Fig. 4!. The symmetry labels of the upper states c
be determined form the selection rules. The fits for the two possible assignments of the 4295-GHz subband (E2 Ka51←1 or E1 Ka51←0) are both shown
in the lowest part of the table~see Sec. IV A!.

Ka50←0
Transition Frequency A2

2/B2
1 D Frequency B2

2/A2
1 D

404←505 4244069.3 B2
1 1.5

202←303 4270732.5 B2
1 23.2

101←202 4283560.0 A2
2 3.3

000←101 4296051.5 B2
1 1.9

303←202 4270654.0 B2
2 0.5

404←303 4283797.5 A2
1 21.3

505←404 4297008.0 B2
2 21.9

606←505 4310212.9 A2
1 21.4

Ka50←1
Transition Frequency A2

2/B2
1 D Frequency E2

2/E2
1 D Frequency B2

2/A2
1 D

404←514 4223988.5 B2
1 0.4

303←413 4238804.5 A2
2 22.9

202←312 4222725.5 E2
1 1.5

101←211 4266803.0 A2
2 21.0 4235876.0 E2

2 20.4 4194867.0 B2
2 22.0

000←110 4279920.0 B2
1 20.2 4207416.0 A2

1 22.0
101←111 4292009.5 A2

2 20.7 4261185.0 E2
2 0.4 4220134.5 B2

2 2.1
202←212 4291200.5 B2

1 1.7 4261011.5 E2
1 20.5 4220497.5 A2

1 1.7
303←313 4289989.5 A2

2 21.4 4260748.5 E2
2 0.1 4220979.0 B2

2 1.7
404←414 4288396.5 B2

1 21.2 4260387.5 E2
1 20.9 4221521.5 A2

1 0.3
505←515 4286439.3 A2

2 5.3 4259924.7 E2
2 0.0 4222073.9 B2

2 20.9
606←616 4284116.1 B2

1 22.3 4222592.9 A2
1 0.2

707←717 4223039.2 B2
2 0.0

808←818 4223388.5 A2
1 1.7

909←919 4223616.5 B2
2 20.9

202←110 4285299.5 E2
1 21.0 4244795.5 A2

1 21.3
303←211 4296808.5 E2

2 0.0 4257077.0 B2
2 2.1

404←312 4308009.0 E2
1 0.8 4269209.5 A2

1 0.4
505←413 4281175.3 B2

2 1.2
606←514

707←615 4304523.8 B2
2 5.0

Ka51←0 Ka51←1
Transition Frequency B2

2/A2
1 D Transition Frequency B2

2/A2
1 D

111←101 4212700.6 A2
1 2.0 212←211 4199342.8 B2

2 21.1
212←202 4212922.0 B2

2 20.4 212←111 4224606.5 B2
2 20.8

313←303 4213220.9 A2
1 21.4 313←212 4236843.5 A2

1 1.6
414←404 4213565.9 B2

2 21.2 515←414 4261250.7 A2
1 1.5

515←505 4213927.0 A2
1 20.3

616←606 4214277.6 B2
2 0.5

717←707 4214594.1 A2
1 20.3

818←808 4214860.4 B2
2 20.1

Ka51←1 Ka51←0
Frequency Transition E2

2/E2
1 Transition E1

2/E1
1 D

4295669.4 110←111 E2
2 111←101 E1

2 21.2
4295723.5 211←212 E2

1 212←202 E1
1 1.0

4295801.6 312←313 E2
2 313←303 E1

2 1.2
4295903.5 413←414 E2

1 414←404 E1
1 20.6

4296032.7 514←515 E2
2 515←505 E1

2 20.7
4296187.8 615←616 E2

1 616←606 E1
1 20.2

4296368.5 716←717 E2
2 717←707 E1

2 0.7
4296572.2 817←818 E2

1 818←808 E1
1 20.2
d
at
th

, a
fit

ed.
without correlation. A similar Coriolis term was introduce
to the energy expression of the excited vibrational st
A2

2/B2
1 levels. Table I shows the assigned transitions and

difference between observed and calculated frequencies
Table II shows the molecular constants determined in the
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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The quality of the fit is demonstrated by the~1s! root-mean-
square deviation of 1.53 MHz for the 2s, smaller than the
experimental linewidth of ca. 3 MHz. For the 1s, a ~1s!
root-mean-square deviation of only 0.79 MHz was observ
The interchange splitting is 56.3 GHz inKa50 of the ex-
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 28 Ap
TABLE II. Molecular constants and tunneling splittings determined in the fit of the (H2O)2 bands reported here
are shown~all values in MHz!. Also shown are the ground-state constants and tunneling splittings used i
fit ~Ref. 19!. The value of the band origin determined forKa51 of the 2s can only be rigorously determined i
all tunneling splittings have been determined. Furthermore, the value determined in the fit depends on th
of the bifurcation tunneling splitting in the ground state, which has not been determined directly by exper
The values used here for the latter correspond to the average of the splitting inKa50 and 1 in the ground state
The value given in the table for the vibrational band origin of theKa51 of the 2s assumes that the 4295-GH
band corresponds toE2 transitions. If the latter band corresponds toE1 transitions, only the lowest of the thre
tunneling components of theKa51 of the 2s is known and the band origin cannot be estimated. 1s uncertain-
ties of fitted constants in parentheses. rms 1.53 MHz 2s/0.79 MHz 1s.

E1
1/E1

2 A2
2/B2

1 E2
2/E2

1 B2
2/A2

1

Ka950 n I9
(0) 19530.91a

nBT9(0)b 679.3a 746.65a

B9(0) 6160.600a 6167.736a 6166.652a 6164.746a

D9(0) 0.04995a 0.03824a 0.03649a 0.03788a

Ka951 n9(1) 18805.14a

n I9
(1) 16204.84a

nBT9(1)b 2746.65a

B9(1) 6153.433a 6152.279a 6151.129a

D9(1) 0.05396a 0.05403a 0.05419a

d9(1) 20.00631a 20.00682a 20.00594a

z9 1594.100a 1508.674a 1538.377a

(B92C9)(1)/4 15.7321a 14.899a 14.459a

Ka850 n8(0) 4271376.2~0.7!
n I8

(0) 56274.7~1.2!

nBT8(0) 1799.9~0.8!
B8(0) 5998.9~0.1! 6094.9~0.2! 5933.7~0.1!
D8(0) 0.501~0.001! 0.124~0.007! 20.107~0.003!

Ka851 n8(1) 4302512.4~0.7! 4313686.1~1.3!c

n I8
(1) 171884~3!c

nBT8(1) 0/not determinable
B8(1) 6188.51 6146.4~0.1! 6135.4~0.1!
D (1) 0.0517~0.0008! 0.084~0.001! 0.0490~0.001!
d8(1) 0d 0d 0d

z8 23078
(B82C8)(1)/4 15.0d 15.0d 15.0d

aFixed from Ref. 19.
bnBT9(0,1) determined as the average of the splitting inKa950 and 1.
cIf the 4295-GHz subband corresponds toE2 transitions, otherwise not determinable.
dFixed.
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cited state of (H2O)2 , nearly 3 times the value of the groun
state, and the bifurcation tunneling splitting is 1.8 GHz, ov
2 times the value of the GS. If the 4295-GHz subband c
responds toE2 transitions, the interchange splitting is 171
GHz, ca. 9 times that of the GS.

It should be noted that the upper-stateA2
2/B2

1 levels of
Ka51 are slightly lower in energy than those ofKa50. The
Coriolis shift of the Ka50 A2

2/B2
1 levels towards higher

energy, reflected in the sign ofz, is consistent with the exis
tence of a perturbing level at slightly lower energy, almo
certainly the presently unobserved higher-energy compo
of the asymmetry doublet of theKa51 A2

2/B2
1 levels.

2. (D2O)2

Altogether, 25 (D2O)2 transitions between 140.5 an
145.5 cm21 were identified. These weak (D2O)2 VRT tran-
sitions overlap with a very intense (D2O)4 and weak (D2O)3

vibrational band, making the spectral region very conges
Together with the fact that dimer spectra are comparativ
sparse, no further assignments and positive identificatio
r 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
r
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t
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(D2O)2 transitions were possible, although experiments w
mixtures of D2O with increasing H2O content indicate tha
several other transitions also arise from (D2O)2 . In the entire
spectral region between 140.5 and 145.5 cm21, only one
(D2O)2 Q branch was observed at ca. 4115 GHz. The int
sity pattern of theQ branch indicates that it hasE symmetry;
however, no combination differences were observed and
no assignment is currently possible. Twoa-type Ka50←0
subbands were observed and fit~see Table III!. Although no
P(1) transitions were observed, we are certain of the ass
ment of both the rotational quantum numbers and assignm
to ana-typeKa50←0 transitions, as we will briefly explain
here. For (D2O)2 subbands@and unperturbed (H2O)2 sub-
bands#, the second differences between observed transit
„e.g., @R(J12)2R(J11)#2@R(J11)2R(J)#… are a very
good estimate of 2DB52(B(n)82B(n)9). As the GSB(0)9
andB(1)9 constants are all close to 5432 MHz, this allows
good estimate ofB8 even without knowledge of the rota
tional assignments. The first difference can be estimated
R(J)2R(J21)52B912(J11)DB and P(J21)2P(J)
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 28 Ap
TABLE III. Assigned transitions of (D2O)2 reported here are shown together with the differences betw
observed and calculated frequencies~all values are in MHz!. The assignment of the tunneling symmetry
based on relative intensities and the results of the fit, but remains uncertain. As a result of this uncertai
determination of tunneling splittings and other molecular constants is not rigorous. The range of valuesDB8
is also shown.

Ka50←0
Transition Frequency E2

2/E2
1 D Frequency B2

2/A2
1 D

606←707 4204749.48 E2
1 1.3

505←606 4215403.00 E2
2 20.9

404←505 4226094.84 E2
1 20.1

303←404 4236822.00 E2
2 0.7 4212949.00 B2

2 20.3
202←303 4247584.20 E2

1 1.3 4223764.80 A2
1 20.3

101←202 E2
2 4234598.32 B2

2 0.1
101←000 4290973.12 E2

2 20.3 4267190.88 B2
2 0.7

202←101 4301902.68 E2
1 20.5 4278081.16 A2

1 21.1
303←202 4312862.64 E2

2 21.0 4288988.08 B2
2 0.7

404←303 4299906.00 A2
1 0.3

505←404 4310836.92 B2
2 20.2

707←606 4356980.76 E2
2 20.5

DB8 7.0–7.1 15.8–16.5
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52B922(J21)DB. With DB determined from the secon
differences, this allows an assignment of the rotationaJ
quantum number from the first difference, which can eas
be verified. Thus we are readily able to identifyR(0) tran-
sitions, which, together with combination differences, ru
out that transitions are originating inKa51. The assignmen
to a-type Ka50←0 rather thanc-type orb-type Ka51←0
transitions is consistent with the lack ofQ branches, which
would have been easily observable. Unfortunately, we
unable to assign the symmetry labels of the tunneling co
ponents for the two subbands. However, even without th
we can estimateDB57.0– 7.1 MHz for the 4267-GHz ban
andDB515.8– 16.5 MHz for the 4290-GHz subband. Sim
larly, the less reliable fit of the 4115-GHzQ branch also
yields DB of roughly the same magnitude.

B. Vibrational assignment

The observation ofKa51←0 andKa50←1 bands ter-
minating in the same upper states as thea-type Ka50←0
andKa51←1 transitions shows that the excited vibration
states of (H2O)2 reported here haveA8 symmetry. The only
subband, which could be an exception, is the 4295-GHz s
band, as it could be eitherb type orc type if it corresponds to
E1 transitions. Similarly, the symmetry of the excited vibr
tional state of the (D2O)2 band reported here isA8, as
proved by the observation ofa-type Ka50←0 transitions.
The assignment of specific vibrational modes beyond
has to rely on the interpretation of relative intensitie
changes in rotational constants and tunneling splittings,
comparison with theoretical calculations. In the followin
the importance of such a comparison for the validation
existing IPS models will be evident.

Traditionally, the intermolecular vibrational modes
the dimer had been assigned following the normal-mode
ture first introduced by Reimers and Watts.17 Following this
approach, there exist three normal modes ofA8 andA9 sym-
metry each for a total of six intermolecular modes~see Table
IV !. The limitations of such a normal-mode picture for t
water dimer with its large amplitude vibrations is appare
r 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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and the assignment of the vibrational modes until recen
has employed the modes in Table IV merely as labels.
forestieret al.5 and Smitet al.,8 who used a careful analysi
of the nodal patterns of the vibrational wave functions, ha
shown that vibrational overtone and combination bands h
to be considered. Figure 5 and Table V show a compariso
the (H2O)2 vibrational levels calculated on the VRT~ASP-
W!III, SAPT-5st, and VRT~MCY-5f! surfaces with the ex-
perimentally determined ones. Theoretical calculations g
erally agree well on the ordering of the vibrational a
tunneling levels. Differences in assignments remain only
the labeling and Goldmanet al.7 @VRT~ASP-W!III # assigned
the secondA8 mode of the 2s of Ka50 to the IPB, whereas
Smit et al.8 ~SAPT-5st! assigned it to the donor overton
~DT!2 and Leforestieret al.18 @VRT~MCY-5f!# assigned it to
the hydrogen bond stretch~S!. Here we will follow the la-
beling by Smitet al. for the experimental levels. A compar
son shows that the agreement of the calculated levels
experiment is good for all three models~see Table V!. The
VRT~ASP-W!III values are generally too high and the 2s of
Ka50 of the DT are in worse agreement with experime

TABLE IV. Harmonic frequencies of the water dimer normal modes cal
lated on the SAPT-5st surface~Ref. 8!.

Mode
Frequency@cm21#a

(H2O)2 /(D2O)2

Donor torsion
~DT!

121.01/88.07

Acceptor twist
~AT!

143.70/102.87

Acceptor wag
~AW!

157.87/118.52

Hydrogen bond stretch
~S!

186.83/172.84

In-plane bend
~IPB!

369.99/274.76

Out-of-plane bend
~OPB!

564.70/406.11

aFrom Ref. 8.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Comparison of all experimentally observed vibration–tunneling levels~in cm21! together with those calculated by Goldmanet al. ~Ref. 7! on the
VRT~ASP-W!III surface, Smitet al. ~Ref. 8! on SAPT-5st, and Leforestieret al. ~Ref. 5, 18! on the VRT~MCY-5f! surface. The experimental levels are show
for J51 ~to show where Coriolis resonances can occur!, whereas the calculated ones are forJ50 for Ka50 andJ51 for Ka51. Solid lines correspond to
A8 vibrational levels and dashed lines toA9 vibrational levels. The nomenclature of the vibrational modes follows Table V, and~DT!2 refers to the donor
torsion overtone transition. UK~labeled with solid circles! refers to the vibration–tunneling level previously assigned to theKa50 IPB by Bralyet al. ~Ref.
9!. The two levels corresponding to the two possible vibrational assignments of the 4295-GHz band are labeled with solid diamonds. The t
calculations have the same ordering of vibration tunneling levels and also agree well with the experimental ones, except for the UK level, as discud in the
text.
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than those of the other potentials, as are the 2s of Ka50
reported here@Fig. 5: labeled as IPB for VRT~ASP-W!III #.
The acceptor wag~AW! ~best agreement of the three pote
tials! and acceptor twist~AT! levels agree very well with the
experimental ones. The levels calculated on SAPT-5st
also generally too high, but also agree well with experim
except for the AWKa50 levels, which are higher in energ
than the experimental and other calculated ones.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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VRT~MCY-5f! values have the best agreement with expe
ment and do not show a clear trend of being either too h
or too low.

For all (H2O)2 subbands reported here, except for t
4295-GHz one, comparison with the calculated vibratio
tunneling levels argues that the levels reported here co
spond to the 2s of Ka50 of ~DT!2 ~following the mode
assignments by Smitet al.! and the 2s of Ka51 of S. If the
tal
d vibra-
le II
s were
TABLE V. Comparison between experimental and calculated energy levels~in cm21! shows that the calculated
VRT~MCY-5f! energies have the best agreement with experiment.Ka50 energy levels were chosen asKa

51 levels are not available for some of the potentials.D is the difference between calculated and experimen
band origins. The band origins are defined as the average of the energy difference between the excite
tional state and GSA1 /B1 or A2 /B2 pairs. The difference between that definition and the one given in Tab
is indicated in Fig. 2. The value of AS cannot be determined experimentally and thus the calculated value
subtracted for the 2s. ~Note that errors of the VRT~MCY-5f! are close to the error of usingv5300 000 km/s for
the speed of light in vacuum!.

Band origin Experiment VRT~ASP-W!III ~D!e SAPT-5st~D!f VRT~MCY-5f! ~D!g

2s of Ka50 DT 53.34b 62.61~9.27! 53.17~20.17! 51.95~21.36!
1s of Ka50 AW 107.93c 108.17~0.24! 113.39~5.46! 104.32~23.61!
2s of Ka50 AW 97.71c 99.93~2.22! 110.57~12.86! 96.94~20.77!
2s of Ka50 AT 109.01c 110.35~1.34! 109.79~0.78! 109.93~0.92!
2s of Ka50 ~DT!2 142.44d 152.65~10.21! 145.28~2.84! 142.63~0.19!
rmsa 6.3 6.4 1.8

arms5A1/NnS(nobs2ncalc)2.
bFrom Ref. 21.
cFrom Ref. 9.
dThis work.
eFrom Ref. 7.
fFrom Ref. 22.
gFrom Ref. 18.
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4295-GHz band corresponds toE1 transitions, the excited
level of this subband would correspond to the 1s of Ka51
of ~DT!,2 and if it corresponds toE2 transitions, the excited
state would correspond to the 2s of Ka51 of S. Figure 5
shows that a comparison with the calculated energy le
does not aid in distinguishing which of these assignment
correct. Commonly, the analysis of rotational constants
tunneling splittings is used to aid in the analysis of the
brational motions. However, the rotational constants of
2s of Ka50 reported here are severely Coriolis contam
nated and thus do not allow structural interpretations. Co
parison of the nuclear displacements of a specific vibra
with the tunneling pathways can allow estimates of the
pected change in tunneling splitting on excitation of this
bration. For example, the motion of the donor water m
ecule in the AS tunneling pathway resembles the
vibrational displacements, consistent with dramatic incre
of the AS splitting in the DT vibrational state. Similarly, th
motion of the acceptor water in the AS tunneling pathw
resembles the AW vibrational displacements. However,
perimentally, a significant decrease of the AS splitting is o
served on excitation of the AW vibration. Furthermore, th
tunneling splitting of the 1s of the ~DT!2 vibration on the
SAPT-5st surface is very different from that of the 2s. This
demonstrates that for the water dimer, observed change
tunneling splittings can only assist in vibrational assignm
through comparison with theoretical results, rather than
ductions based on nuclear displacements.

Last, the observed relative intensities can aid in the
brational assignment. The experimentalc-type Ka50←1
(DT!2 transitions are significantly stronger than thea-type
Ka50←0 ~DT!2 transitions. Table VI shows a compariso
of calculated transition dipole moments for the observed
brations. The results of Smitet al.8 and Leforestier18 agree
well with the biggest difference~;50%! observed forKa

51←0 transitions of the 2s. Smit et al. do not calculate
intensities for transitions originating inKa51, but the results
of Leforestier—like the experiment—show that thec-type
Ka50←1 ~DT!2 transitions are significantly stronger tha
the a-type Ka50←0 ~DT!2 transitions. The experimenta
intensity of the 4295-GHz subband is only a little lower th
that of thec-type bands discussed above. As mentioned
lier, the unperturbed appearance of this band only allows
be either aE1 Ka51←0 subband or aE2 Ka51←1 sub-
band arising from the lower component of the asymme
doublet. For the latter case, it is reasonable to assume tha
band terminates in the same vibrational state~S! as the ob-
servedKa51←0 transitions. Table VI shows that these a
calculated to be very weak—comparable to theKa50←0
transitions of the 2s of ~DT!2. In contrast, theE1 Ka51
←0 ~DT!2 transitions have a magnitude between the~both
experimentally and calculated! strongKa50←1 and weak
Ka50←0 transitions transitions of the 2s of ~DT!2. This
would argue that it is more likely that the 4295-GHz subba
corresponds toE1 Ka51←0 ~DT!2 transitions.

A new and expanded perspective can now be emplo
to reevaluate the nature of the levels previously referred t
IPB by Braly et al.9 The A2

2/B2
1 Ka51 states, the lowest

energy tunneling component of the 2s, and the only pres-
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ently observedKa51 states of the IPB are consistent wi
the Ka51 energy level structure calculated on all thr
model IPSs, and the overall agreement between experim
and theory forKa51 is quite good. We have accordingl
reassigned these levels to the~DT!2 mode rather than IPB in
light of the vibrational mode analysis by Smitet al. In con-
trast, theE2

2/E2
1 Ka50 states, labeled as UK in Fig. 5~and

previously assigned to IPB by Bralyet al.!, are a cause of
concern. All calculations disagree with the assignment of t
level to IPB, and the vibrational assignment of this subba
has therefore been cast in doubt. Disagreement goes be
this though~IPB was being used largely as a label, and th
the disagreement was largely semantic!, as theoretical calcu-
lations do not yield any unassigned level with the corr
symmetry. In fact hitherto the lowest unassigned level of
correct symmetry corresponded to the ones we assigne
the new bands reported here, which lie at significantly hig
energy. In contrast, the new experimental levels agree w
with calculated energy levels~see Fig. 5!, and it seems un-
likely that instead the UK level corresponds to one of the
and the new levels reported here to some vibration that h

TABLE VI. Calculated transition dipole moments~in ea0) of Smit et al.
~Ref. 8! and Leforestier~Ref. 18! are shown for observed vibrational energ
levels of (H2O)2 including the proposedE2→E1 transitions of the DT~UK!
band. A comparison with experimental work is not shown due to the la
variation of experimental conditions such as the intensity of the FIR la
line. Most of the experimental intensities reported by Bralyet al. ~Ref. 9!
were measured with older pulsed source technology. The bands rep
here were observed with the new pulsed source on a weak laser line
UK band was observed under more sensitive conditions with the new pu
source technology and a strong laser line by Bralyet al. ~Ref. 9! and at the
time reported as IPB.

Vibration State Smitet al.a Leforestierb Leforestierb

J51, Ka50←
J50, Ka50

J51, Ka50←
J50, Ka50

J51, Ka50←
J51, Ka51

AW A1
2←A1

1 0.212 0.206 0.168
A2

1←A2
2 0.237 0.229 0.247

B2
1←B2

2 0.258 0.252 0.220
~DT!2 A2

1←A2
2 0.023 0.035 0.073

B2
1←B2

2 0.023 0.029 0.085

J51, Ka51←
J50, Ka50

J51, Ka51←
J50, Ka50

J51, Ka51←
J51, Ka51

DT A1
2←A1

12 0.228 0.191 0.068
AW A1

2←A1
1 0.191 0.192 0.233

A2
1←A2

2 0.147 0.180 0.263
B2

1←B2
2 0.074 0.177 0.286

~DT!2 E1
2←E1

1 ,c 0.056
E2

2←E1
1 ,c 0.030

B2
1←B2

2 0.221 0.158 ,

S E2
1←E2

2 0.037
E1

1←E2
2 0.024

A2
1←A2

2 0.073 0.041 0.089
B2

1←B2
2 0.077 0.036 0.083

Ka50←Ka50 Ka50←Ka51
DT ~UK! E1

2←E2
1 P(1) 0.023 0.030

R(1) 0.053 0.017
E1

1←E2
2 R(0) 0.007 0.057

aFrom Ref. 8.
bFrom Ref. 18.
cTheA1 andB1 tunneling symmetries had very small dipole moments; noE
states were calculated.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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much higher calculated energy~which implies that all calcu-
lations are in considerably worse agreement then appare
Table V or Fig. 5!. This disagreement thus questions t
entire vibration–tunneling level structure of (H2O)2 and also
the correctness of all model surfaces as they would appe
‘‘miss’’ a level. However, it is unlikely that the calculation
on all three highly sophisticated surfaces with different me
ods all ‘‘miss’’ a level. The theoretical work would therefor
rather imply a misidentified symmetry, as indeed there e
some presently unobserved or at least unassigned vibrat
tunneling levels. The only unassignedKa50 levels are the
1s of DT and of AT, and the only unassigned levels of thes
are theKa51 DT levels. The characteristic Coriolis shif
and combination differences of the vibrational ground st
observed by Bralyet al.9 for this band prove that it isex-
tremely unlikely that the transitions terminating in the U
level do not originate inE2 Ka51 states. The observation o
a P(1) transition similarly proves that the transitions term
nate inKa50 ~we have also verified the assignments ofall
other vibration–tunneling states!.

Ka is not a good quantum number and various case
Coriolis mixing of Ka50 andKa51 states have been ob
served. However, no mixing with aKa50, J50 state is
allowed as the mixing levels must have identicalJ (J50
does not exist forKa51). In addition, Fig. 5 shows that th
only possibleE2 candidate for mixing or even direct trans
tions is the currently unobservedKa51 DT level, which is
calculated at much lower energy. In a previous section,
have mentioned that symmetry allows transitions betweenE1

andE2 states, but these have never been observed or id
fied, even though they are of considerable importance, s
they would give a direct measure of the acceptor switch
splitting. From group theory, it is clear that for this case t
UK transitions could only be terminating inKa50 E1 states
of anA9 vibration. Interestingly, the 1s of DT are calculated
to lie close in energy to the observed transition. As the
perimental results are unambiguous, we speculate that
spectrum actually corresponds to transitions fromKa51 and
0 E2 levels of the vibrational ground state toKa50 E1 states
of DT or, possibly, states which are a mix ofKa50 E1 DT
andKa51 E2 DT states~even though we do not observe
Coriolis perturbation for the excited state, which would
required for a mixed state!. Leforestier18 has calculated the
intensities for all (H2O)2 transitions fromJ50,1 andKa

50,1 up to 200 cm21 and up toKa52 for all tunneling
symmetries~see some results in Table VI!. The intensities of
the E2→E1 transitions vary significantly depending on th
excited vibrational level. However, many of the transitio
originating inE2 states and terminating inE1 states—in par-
ticular of Ka50 of DT—have intensities that are comparab
or stronger than those of the donor torsion overtone repo
here~recorded with a weaker laser line! and circa 1

40 of the
strongest of all calculated vibrational transitions~as judged
by the line strength, which is proportional to the square
the transition dipole moment!. As the strongest experimen
tally observed dimer transitions have a signal-to-noise r
@103 with pulsed source technology, the explanation s
gested above for the UK energy level is quite probable. T
also agrees well with the fact that despite intense experim
Downloaded 28 Apr 2006 to 169.229.32.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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tal efforts, noA or B symmetry components, which otherwis
would have to be in the vicinity of theE-state transitions,
have been observed.9 The fact that no otherE2→E1 transi-
tions have yet been reported may appear troubling. Howe
it is likely that other such transitions have indeed been
served, but so far not identified, and remain as unassig
transitions, as the assignments proposed here had neve
fore been considered. If we accept the new solution offe
above, the assignment of the bands reported here and sh
in Fig. 5 is consistent with the theoretical calculations.

The vibrational assignment of the (D2O)2 bands is more
difficult due to the small available data set. The lowest u
assignedKa50 levels of anA8 vibration are the 2s of ~DT!2

and the hydrogen bond stretch (1s and 2s). The former are
predicted to have very low intensity. Furthermore, they
calculated to occur at significantly lower energy o
VRT~ASP-W!III, which otherwise agrees quite well with ex
periment, and at a little lower energy on SAPT-5st, whi
also agrees well with experiment except that it produ
somewhat higher energies than the experimental ones.
increasedB(0) in the upper state, indicative of slight decrea
in size, could be expected for the IPB vibration. Howev
for the DT the 1s show a positiveDB and the 2s a negative
DB, which highlights the dangers of vibrational assignme
based on a structural interpretation of the molecular c
stants. We therefore tentatively assign the (D2O)2 transitions
to upper states of the hydrogen bond stretch vibration.

Finally, we want to mention that we have also observ
some (H2O)2 Q-branch transitions at ca. 575 cm21. Al-
though we are certain of the carrier of the transitions, o
current experiment does not permit assignment of these
tremely weak spectra. It is possible that they belong to
out-of-plane liberation, although the large density of state
these energies requires a detailed analysis before any as
ments could be made, even with a complete dataset.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We report the highest-frequency intermolecular vib
tional bands of the water dimer observed to date. We as
the (H2O)2 bands to an overtone of the donor torsion (Ka

50) and the hydrogen bond stretch of the 2s acceptor tun-
neling states (Ka51). One (H2O)2 subband at 4295 GHz
either corresponds toE-state transitions to the 2s of the hy-
drogen bond stretch (Ka51) or E-state transitions of the 1s
of the donor torsion overtone (Ka51). We tentatively assign
the (D2O)2 transitions to Ka50 of the hydrogen bond
stretch with currently unknown tunneling symmetry.

The observation of theKa50 levels of the 2s reported
here raises the question as to which vibrational level
experimental UK~IPB of Braly et al.! level corresponds to
This problem had not been addressed appropriately be
~even though it is crucial for achieving consistency betwe
experiment and theory!, and we suggest that it arises fro
transitions originating inE2 levels and terminating inE1

levels ofKa50 of DT. These transitions had not been co
sidered in previous work, but the verification of the symm
try label assignments, the newly available calculated tra
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion dipole moments, and the fact that no accompanyingA-
or B-state transitions have been observed in the spectra
strong evidence in favor of this argument. However, it
apparent that further investigation is still necessary, and
importance cannot be overstated. The assignment of UK
the 1s of DT requires further verification~via observation of
transitions originating in the 1s), which simultaneously
would give a direct measurement of the AS splitting. W
hope that this work will stimulate further collaboration b
tween theoretical and experimental groups.

Further experimental efforts are also necessary to id
tify the missing tunneling components of the vibration
bands reported here to complete the characterization of
(H2O)2 and (D2O)2 hydrogen bond stretching and don
torsion overtone vibrations. The spectral regions where th
transitions are expected are inaccessible with the pre
THz VRT spectrometer. Implementation of new microwa
and millimeter wave sources is required for accessing th
regions.
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